
YEAR’S END- 12 Poems 
By Dmitri Allicock 

 

Merry finches sing and waters run 

Passage of time, year almost done 

Curtain closes and memories dwell 



Yesterday shadows, we bid farewell 

Bless each other with a fresh start 

Time traveler’s journey we’ll chart 

Beyond the cloudy horizon, up high 

A New Year where life’s journey lie 

We laughed, wept and even feared 

And we’ll embrace the coming Year 

With smiles and wishes at midnight, 

Time for renewal in the dazzling light 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SPINNING WHEEL  

The hands of our time spins round and round 

The cycles of life’s repetitive nature are found 

The fragility and weakness of us from the start, 

The inevitable fate and journey of our heart 

Like southern winds blowing each passing day, 



Greets you again from the north, along the way 

Like seeds sown in the soil of prepared fields, 

Needing care and attention till there’s yield 

 So plant good seeds of love and you will reap, 

Content, happiness and peace before you sleep 

The saying of what goes around comes around 

The cycle and spinning wheel, our destiny found 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

SWEETWATER CREEK 

Clear water melody of nature’s reign 

Purifies my soul and clears my brain 

Tranquil waters with freshness anew 

Rupununi fragrance of morning dew 



Colorful songbirds birds fills the air 

Savannah whispers soothing to ears 

Dancing fronds of majestic Ité Palm 

Sweetwater creek and rippling calm 

Land of waters and blue skies above 

Baptized in pure water of native love 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“MY EYES ADORED YOU” 

Remembered days of teen’s crush 

Tormented soul, shivers and blush 

I liked a special girl but dare not say 



This song reminds me of her in a way 

Never had the courage to tell her why 

Not one mumble because I was so shy 

I admired and sat next to her in class 

Perhaps puppy love of high school past 

‘My eyes adored you’ with resonating sound 

And for a precious moment, she was around 

 

[Joyce Hoyte giving me a prize at Speech Night-

Mackenzie High School- 1970s] 

She was the wife of Desmond Hoyte-President of 

Guyana-1985-1992] 

 

 

 



 

MY GRANDPARENT’S PLACE 

In my heart, there is a special place 

For the memory of a time and space 

A sacred place where heritage is found 

Along Demerara River hallowed ground 



A place where many graves stands arrayed 

And bush of the wild with sounds on parade 

Memories of family faces and love to keep 

Where many now lie peaceful in eternal sleep 

A fountain of stories and amazing history for me 

That exist in that sanctified place across the sea 

A story of time and space that I’ll always understand 

My Grandparent’s blessed place, in another land 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

RIVER HOUSE 

Peace and simplicity on quiet day 

River life where tranquility lay 

Green world of song birds blend 

Sunshine that mother nature send 



Rooster crows on the fresh breeze 

Dancing branches of the fruit trees 

A river house of family and love 

Blessed with virtues from above 

Absence haste, fussing or strife 

Essence of purity and a good life 

Fresh produce and delicious fruits 

Beautiful Guyana, land of roots 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CHERISH LIFE 

Life is like water of a stream 

A precious journey to a dream 

Cycles of motion from our birth 

Of restless souls around the earth 

Carrying lessons and heavy load 



Along the weary and dusty road 

Through clouds and rain shower 

Every pulse of minutes and hour 

The totality of things we thought 

Even the battles that were fought 

A chance to give and to say aloud 

Of the deeds that makes you proud 

The manner of coping with strife 

And a chance to cherish sacred life 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

UNDER A COCONUT TREE 

There is a place that I’d rather be 

Just to sit quietly under a coconut tree 

To hear calls of nature when spirit is low 

Thoughts of life that lends a warm glow 

To inspire my imagination and emotions 



My undaunted roots of solid devotions 

To swing in a hammock or take a rest 

To feel the magic of peace I like the best 

Shady fronds dancing in the light to see 

And to enjoy a drink from this special tree 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A FATHER’S LOVE 

No amount of gold could compare 

The gift of love that a son can share 

From a baby’s touch to hugs and kiss 

Little arms and innocent eyes I miss 

To shelter and teach, my pride and joy 

A gift from the heavens, my little boy! 



 

HERE I’LL STAY 

Run softly sweet Demerara river 

Gentle ripples that makes me quiver 

So peaceful and without any haste 

Meandering waters and quiet place 



Song of life rustling through branches 

The heart of soul gracefully enhances 

Flowing with harmony that it teaches 

Flowing free to deep blue sea it reaches 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

EGRET’S SOFTNESS 

Egret bird so fresh and clean 

Feathers smooth after preen 

Morning light glowing bright 

Brilliant plume soft and white 

Incredible glory of life will be 

Nature’s blessing for all to see 



 

 

 

 

 

 

SQUAWKS OF THE GUINEA BIRD 

Horrendous squawking I can still hear 

From neighbor’s yard ringing in my ear 

Racket of Guyana’s Guinea bird call 

Daily and sometimes even nightly bawl 

Temperamental bird always on the lookout 

Natural alarm for chicken thief no doubt 

Symphony of barks, crows and guinea bird frets 

Backyard carolers but also guarding threats. 



2015- A new slate for peace and love- the 

greatest wealth 

 

HAPPY2015! 

 

 


